Abstract. Let X be a smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed field /c . Let Hilbrf(Ar) be its Hilbert scheme of O-dimensional subschemes of X of degree d . Let \H\\bd(X)\(k) be the set of jc-rational points. We prove that the subset of points of [Hilb (X)](k) corresponding to fat points on X is a locally closed subset with respect to the Zariski topology.
The motivation comes from a growing interest in fat points (see, e.g., [1, 2] ). In particular, it is proved in [5] that Hilb(«!; n2; ... ; nt) is an irreducible constructible subset of [Hilb"(Ar) ](/c) (it is only stated for the case X = P2 but his proof works in our generality), and the theorem proved in this paper is also mentioned in [5] as a well-known but not yet proved statement.
Proof. For m £ Z>i and n = {m+dd~x) it is remarked in [5] that Hilb(w) is a closed subset of [Hilb"(X)](A:). So we can assume t ^ 2 and are going to use induction on t. We abbreviate («i; ... ; n,) by n and Hilb(«i; ... ; nt) by Hilb(n). Lemma 1. For each irreducible component H of [Hilb"(X) ](k) it is enough to prove that 77 n Hilb(n) is locally closed in 77.
Proof. Let Hx, ... , Hs be the irreducible components of Hilb"(X) and let 77'(n) = 77' n Hilb(n). Since 77'(n) is locally closed in 77', we have 77'(n) = in cfHxxxx, and let 3* C 77 x X x X be the associated closed subscheme. Consider the restriction of pr12, q: 3* ^HxX.
Lemma 2. For (Z ; P)£H(k)xX, the scheme-theoretic inverse image q~x(Z; P) is the closed subscheme of X with sheaf of ideals 3r(Z; P) given bŷ (Z;P)Q = cfx,Q forQ£X(k)\{P}, Jr(Z;P)p=JrZ;p + m"lP.
Proof. For Q £ X(k)\{P} one has (■Jr"lA)<p.iQ)=0XxX;iP;Q) so P^lA)(Z;P;G) = cfHxXxx-,(Z;P;Q). Thus 3\Z;p-,q) = @HxxxX;(z;P;Q) and, therefore, also 3*(Z; P)Q -cfx-Q. On the other hand, let ti, ... ,td be a system of local parameters in tfx-,p ■ This induces a system of parameters t^, ... ,tdx), f[2) ,
•• • , tf in cfXxX,(P,P) and (3niA){P.P) = (t\l) -tf ,...,t{dl]-#>)»■ , so also (*-*«''&)(Z;P;P) is generated by the images of degree «i-monomials in fj1' -r|2) (1 < i ^ d) in tfHxXxX.(z-,P;P). Moreover, (3^,)(Z;P;P) can be described as follows. Consider the natural local homomorphism &HxX;(Z;P) -^ ^HxXxX;{Z ;P;P) ■ Then (~^)(z ;/>;/>) is induced by Pi?)(z;/>)-Let 9Jt|z. p. P) be the ideal induced by fDlHxX;(Z;F) < @HxX;(Z;P) Under pr" &HxX;(Z;P) -* &HxXxX ;(Z ;P;P) ■ Then (^(Z; P))P = (^Z;P;/J) + (J£)(z;p;p) + (Sn'Az;P;P))/W(z;P;P) ™ £fHxXxX;(Z;P;P)/W(Z.p.P) = cfx-P. Let 9W(Z) be induced by 9Ji//;Z unpr» der <f//;z -* &Hy.xy.x;(Z;P;P) • Then 2K'(Z) -f-(J^)(z;p;p) is obtained from where 3rfz.p, (resp. W(PP)) is induced from ~?z;.p (resp. WX;P) under J tt @x;P ^ <^vx *;(/>;/>) (resp. d^;/> -4 cfXxX;(p-p)) ■ From the description of P£,a)(p;p) we obtain (Jr(Z;P))p=Jz;P + ^l,...,^)"1=^;P + 9n5!;/..
Remember the concept of a flattening stratification of J^> over 77 x X (under q) (see [4, Lecture 8; 6, §6] ). This implies that 77 x X is the union of finitely many locally closed subsets where each such subset corresponds to some prescribed degree for the fibre of 3*. Clearly H'(ni) = {(Z; 7*) £ 77 x X: de%(3*{z.P)) = C'4^-1)} is one such stratum (here ^(z-p) is the associated closed subscheme of X xSpec(/t) Spec(fc(Z; 7")).
Lemma 3. (Z; P) £ [H'(nx)](k) ifand only if J?z ■ P C m"xl.P .
Proof. Since (Jr(Z;P))P D m"x\ P and l(cfx-p/mnx\P) = C1"^-1), one has (Z;7>) e H'(nx), i.e., l(c?x.P/(S(Z; P)P)) = ("'^'-1), iff {S{Z;P))P = ffflxl.P . Because of Lemma 2, this is equivalent to 3rz-P C 9Jlx .P . Lemma 4. [77'(«i ) ](k) is a closed subset of (77 x X)(k).
Proof. Using pr12, cfHxXxx/3rn'A is a coherent c?Hxx-module. But tf^ = c^HxXxx/3r is a quotient of it, hence it is also a coherent cf^x^-module. This implies that 77 x X -> N: (Z; 7") -> deg(^(Z; P)) is upper semicontinuous on 77 x X (see, e.g., [6, pp. 1-10] ). Since ("l+d~l) is the maximal possible value, we obtain our claim.
Corollary. Since X is a projective variety, the projection 77 x X ^i 77 is closed.
So prx([H'(nx)](k)) c 77(jV) is closed. Clearly 77(n) c pr,([77'(«1)](rc)).
We consider now the following situation:
(here Z means closed subscheme defined by the mentioned sheaf of ideals and W (resp. 3") are restrictions-scheme theoretical-of pr^(W) (resp. 3") to H'(ni) x X). Let ~^l+i)A = -Wi)a '&w(nx)xx using pr23. Let J2, =^n i+i)A + "%' m ^//'(jjiJxa-and let 3\ c H'(ni) xlbe the associated closed subscheme. The projection on H'(nx) gives a morphism qi: 3*\ -> H'(nx).
Lemma 2'. Tw (Z; P) £ [H'(ni)](k)-qxx(Z;
P) scheme-theoretical and considered as a closed subscheme of X-has a sheaf of ideals 3\(Z ; P) < cfx given by (3i(Z;P))Q=cfx.Q forQ£X(k)\{P}, (3i(Z;P))P=3z;P + m"x^.
The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2. Since (3\(Z;P))P C (Jr(Z;P))P, one has deg(^1(Z; P)) > (n,+d~l) for each (Z;P)£ [H'(nx)](k). Moreover, being a quotient of ^(",)xr/^l+1)4 , cf^ is coherent as an rf^ (n| = m' , this implies (Z; P; P) £ [W(nx)](k), so the closure of some irreducible component of 9?(ni)n(7/(wi) xI\S) intersects 5. Let T be the local ring of some irreducible component of H(nx) containing (Z; P) at (Z; P). We write o for the closed point of Spec(P) and n for the generic point of Spec(P). The closed subscheme ^(«i) gives rise to a finite morphism q: 3? -► Spec(P) with .ST a closed subscheme of Spec(P)xX and 3?(o) = Z c X. Moreover, 5 gives rise to a section S" of q with ^(o) = P and J^u);^) = ^'x^ec^^));^,) ■ Moreover, the scheme-theoretical closure of 2?(n)\3:'(n) in Spec(P) x ^C contains P = 3*(o). Using a suited covering of Spec(P) we can assume that each point of 2? (n)^ (n) is A:(f7)-rational. There exists V £ 2?(n)\3"(n), giving rise to a section 'V of q (because the closure is contained in 2?), with T~(o) = P = 3"(o). Let 2?' be the scheme-theoretical closure of the restriction
